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THIS WEEK IN CYBERPRO
BY LINDSAY TRIMBLE, NATIONAL SECURITY CYBERSPACE INSTITUTE, INC.

As the Internet continues to expand, the importance of “cyber diplomacy” is increasing worldwide. A
People’s Daily Online article (page 10) discusses the conveniences and challenges of cyber diplomacy
and highlights the difficulties of governing the Internet with its blurred boundaries. The International
Multilateral Partnership Against Cyber Threats (IMPACT) and the International Telecommunication
Union are calling for “concerted borderless cooperation” to combat cyberattacks (page 21). IMPACT’s
chairman is pushing for this global partnership and said that defense against cyberattacks will be a
complex process of “many different actors, geographical locations, jurisdictions and laws.”
The U.S. government is struggling to recruit a talented cyber workforce. Some experts recommend that
the new cybersecurity coordinator develop an overall blueprint for meeting cybersecurity job needs
(page 12). The Scholarship for Service Program currently recruits approximately 120 new cyber
employees for federal agencies each year. According to Van Hitch, the Justice Department’s chief
information officer, that program will expand to approximately 1,000 new hires per year (page 13). The
Department of Defense is planning to recruit 10,000 workers for cyber security positions (page 17). To
do this, the DoD is partnering with the Center for Strategic and International Studies, the SANS Institute
and several universities. The group will host cybersecurity competitions to find potential applicants
(page 39). However, Defense Tech’s Kevin Coleman says it will be difficult to fill the position of federal
cyber czar due to the power struggle inherent in the position (page 16). Coleman writes that the czar will
have “responsibility without the authority necessary” to control cybersecurity.
A new Congressional bill – the Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2010 – requires the
president to report to Congress about legal, privacy and operational issues of each new cybersecurity
program. Agencies would also have to report to Congress following cybersecurity reviews (page 40).
This week’s feature article (page 7) takes a look at a specific kind of intelligence – wiretapping. Author
Ed Gundrum discusses what he calls “deaf listening” and explains how new means of cyber
communications have made surveillance more complex. He also explains how new technology will affect
future wiretapping legislation.
Enjoy this week’s edition of CyberPro!
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WILL ‘DEAF LISTENING’ TECHNOLOGY CHANGE WIRETAPPING LEGISLATION?
BY ED GUNDRUM, PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS

A Long History of Listening to Conversations
As long as there have been private conversations, people have tried to eavesdrop on them. Ancient
Anglo-Saxons who hid in the eavesdrip of another's home to listen in were punished when caught.
When conversations moved to the telephone, unregulated wiretapping enabled law enforcement
officials to listen in on any conversation they wanted to. Today, wiretapping legislation helps protect the
privacy of individuals by requiring court-ordered subpoenas that specify the conditions under which a
wiretap may occur, including who can be listened to, for how long and what information must be heard
within a specified time period in order for the wiretap to continue.

Wiretapping in Cyberspace
The advent of cyberspace has introduced a variety of new Internet Protocol communications including
VoIP, e-mails, instant messages, blogs and social networking. These new means of communication have
added complexity to surveillance because they may use open public networks that are less definable,
accessible and traceable for law enforcement officials than were the traditional hard-wired telco
switching technologies. Blogging and social networking added yet another layer of complexity due to
their use of complex Web site http protocols. Pervasive IP communications – such as Blackberries –
provide users with IP communications access wherever they travel and therefore create moving targets.
Additionally, each communication record itself has become more complex, with only 30 percent of the
volume of some IP communications pertaining to the actual content and associated attributes, while the
remaining 70 percent may consist of redundant packet level data, duplicate header information and
Internet housekeeping protocols like Domain Name System (DNS).

‘Deaf Listening’ Technologies Offer New Wiretapping Capabilities
“Deaf Listening” is a term I use to describe applications that provide the ability for machines to capture
IP communications in near real time, screen them for specific content and take action on matches and
non-matches without human intervention.
Decomposing and converting the complex IP network traffic into more concise and flexible formats such
as document-oriented XML enables simple, fast and comprehensive Google-like searches, even with files
containing millions of records and occupying peta bytes of storage. By indexing every word within each
IP communication, particular keywords or phrases within the content may be searched. IP attributes
associated with the each communication (i.e. “From:,” “To:,” “Date:,” “Time:,” etc.) further identify the
communicator and sources. Removing the unnecessary networking “junk” that accompanies each IP
communication and focusing on the content and IP attributes during the conversion to XML allows the
overall volume of the IP record to shrink by as much as 80 percent depending on the type of
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communication. This significant size reduction makes it cheaper to store and preserve files for a longer
period of time for so that historical investigations may be conducted.
Conversations that match the search criteria may either be made available for viewing or subjected to
additional qualification criteria. Conversations that do not match pre-approved selection criteria can be
automatically deleted before they are made available to humans.

If a Tree Falls in the Forest….
George Berkeley, the great philosopher who created the theory of “immaterialism,” or objects ceasing
to exist once there was nobody around to perceive them, would have probably expressed this high tech
version of his 250-year-old theory as: “If a machine records a tree falling in the woods, and that
recording is deleted prior to any human hearing it, did the falling tree actually make a noise when it hit
the ground?” Similarly in our wiretapping scenario: If a machine listens to a conversation for specific
keywords, none are found and the record is deleted before a human sees or hears it, were that person’s
privacy rights infringed upon?

How Technology May Influence Wiretapping Legislation
A successful wiretap requires first that suspicion is aroused, a legal subpoena is created and the
instructions within that subpoena must then be strictly implemented. While lawmaking officials will
always require “just cause” for the issuance of a subpeona, “Deaf Listening” technologies may
eventually influence the conditions under which a wiretap may proceed.
For example, instead of terminating a wiretap because certain keywords were not heard within a
specified amount of time into the wiretap, perhaps new legislation will permit machines to listen to the
entire conversation and selectively frame only those portions that pertain to the subpoena. The
subpoenas may also include a wider group of suspects because the new wiretapping technology can
automatically delete irrelevant conversations before any humans hear them, and therefore the risk of
violating an individual’s privacy rights are greatly reduced. Finally, the technology may influence the
types of communications that may be tapped, including e-mails, Internet searches, VoIP, blogs and
social networking. “Deaf Listening” technology is ready today to help meet the challenges of tracking IP
communications and to influence new wiretapping legislation. George Berkeley would have certainly
enjoyed participating in a debate about how this technology should affect wiretapping legislation.

About the Author
Ed Gundrum is senior manager for Sentry Managed Services at Presidio Networked Solutions and a security
subject matter expert for ENISA. He is the former EVP for Dejavu Technologies, Inc., a network eforensics and
security vulnerability assessment products company. Gundrum is also the former EMC Director of Telco,
Media and Entertainment Solutions and Marketing, where he was responsible for the development, sales and
marketing of a leading terrorist tracking solution. He holds a bachelor of arts in computer science from the
State University of New York and a master’s of business administration in management science from
Rochester Institute of Technology. He can be reached at ed_gundrum@comcast.net.
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EDUCATION & TRAINING
Wireshark Network Protocol Analyzer Training
Wireshark is the world’s foremost network protocol analyzer. In fact,
more than 500,000 people download it each month.

Would you like to learn more about this protocol analyzer and
how to get the most from its features?
Global Knowledge can help. We are the exclusive Wireshark University
training provider in the United States.
We offer Wireshark training courses with hands-on lab exercises and
real-world case studies to help you learn the features of this analyzer
and how to effectively analyze, troubleshoot and secure your TCP/IP
network using Wireshark.
Analyzing TCP/IP Networks with Wireshark – Course Code 9872
Troubleshooting and Securing TCP/IP Networks with Wireshark –
Course Code 9873
For more information or to schedule a course, call 1-877-333-8326.

About Global Knowledge
Global Knowledge is the worldwide leader in IT and business training.
We deliver via training centers, private facilities and the Internet,
enabling our customers to choose when, where and how they want to
receive training programs and learning services. Our core training is
focused on Cisco, Microsoft, Nortel and Project Management. Our IT
courses include networking, programming, operating systems, security
and telephony. Our business training courses feature project
management, professional skills and business process curriculum,
including ITIL. Our more than 700 courses span foundational and
specialized training and certifications. We offer multiple procurement
options, including our own GSA schedule.
For more information, visit www.globalknowledge.com.
For a list of cyberspace-related training courses, see page 42.
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CYBERSPACE – BIG PICTURE
‘Cyber Diplomacy’ Broadens U.S. Concept
of Diplomacy
PEOPLE’S DAILY ONLINE
07/13/2009

Under the Obama administration, the U.S.
authorities and academics have developed a
more straightforward interpretation of the
“cyber diplomacy” concept. On March 20,
President Barack Obama delivered a video
speech to the Iranian people expressing his
hope that a constructive relationship could be
established between the two countries. Alec
Ross, a senior technical advisor for the Obama
administration and senior innovation advisor for
the U.S. State Department, had advocated the
maximum use of advanced communication
methods to engage in diplomatic activities,
calling it a “21st century state capacity.”
http://english.people.com.cn/90001/90780/913
43/6699006.html

Information Age Changes World Diplomacy
PEOPLE’S DAILY ONLINE
07/13/2009

This article discusses how the expansion of the
Internet has allowed citizens to play a larger
part in “diplomatic decision making” through
“cyber diplomacy” which refers to international
bodies and citizens “engaging in communication
and interaction through the Internet to protect
and promote their own interests.” Cyberdiplomacy is considered convenient because of
the use of the Internet to quickly send
information which is no longer controlled by
one person or the minority. There are also
challenges to cyber-diplomacy because Web
sites are easily attacked and vulnerable. The
article also discusses how it is difficult to govern
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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the Internet because it “blurs the boundaries of
domestic and international politics.”
http://english.people.com.cn/90001/90780/913
43/6699007.html

Sen. Bond: Cyberattack More Devastating
than Nuclear Bomb
BY: RONALD KESSLER, NEWSMAX.COM
07/15/2009

Sen. Kit Bond, vice chairman of the Senate
Select Committee on Intelligence, says that a
cyberattack could be more “devastating
economically” than a nuclear attack, because it
could crush the U.S. economy, which the world
economy depends on. A large cyberattack could
even cause deaths by crippling air traffic control
or taking over the food supply, electrical power,
head and air conditioning services. Bond also
says that there should not be a federal
cyberczar, but that cybersecurity oversight
should go to an existing or new agency that
reports to Congress so that the Senate would
have confirmation authority.
http://www.newsmax.com/kessler/kit_bond_cy
berattacks/2009/07/15/235753.html

Cyber Warfare – An Emerging Nontraditional Security Topic
PEOPLE’S DAILY ONLINE
07/13/2009

Network warfare has become an important
topic in the field of non-traditional security
while the development of Web sites such as
Facebook, MySpace and Twitter complicates
the current security situation. With such an
enormous amount of data released on the
Internet every day, it is extremely difficult to
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find out which information serves to connect
members of terrorist organizations.
http://english.people.com.cn/90001/90780/913
43/6699026.html

New Chief Defends U.S. Base for Agency
that Manages Web
BY: ERIC PFANNER, NEW YORK TIMES
07/13/2009

Rod Beckstrom recently took over as the head
of the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names
and Numbers (ICANN) and says that America is
still the best guardian of ICANN, which handles
the allocation of domain suffixes like .com and
.org. Viviane Reding, European Union media
and telecommunications commissioner, says
that the United States should not be in charge
of an Internet function that is used by people
worldwide, and instead calls for the creation of
a “G-12 for Internet governance” to oversee
ICANN as well as an independent and
international tribunal which would review
ICANN decisions. ICANN is planning on adding
new address suffixes next year, which the group
says will “help accommodate the international
diversification of the Internet.”
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/07/13/technolo
gy/internet/13ihticann13.html?_r=2&ref=technology

Another High-Profile Hack, DDoS Probe
Goes Global
BY: NANCY WEIL, COMPUTERWORLD
07/17/2009

This article provides links to some of the recent
cybersecurity articles that are making headlines.
One of the most prominent news stories was
about the recent hack of a Twitter employee’s
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e-mail, which allowed the hacker access to
confidential documents which the hacker gave
to bloggers and online sites. The article also
includes links to news about Microsoft and
Yahoo making a search ad deal, reports of
quarterly financial information from various IT
bellwethers, and the development of a worm
that spreads on mobile devices. Other articles
discuss how China’s Internet users now
outnumber the U.S. population, and a survey
that says that almost six in 10 companies are
not planning on moving to Microsoft Windows
7.
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9135
644/Another_high_profile_hack_DDOS_probe_
goes_global?taxonomyId=17

Everyone Needs to Learn About Cyber
Warfare
BY: AUSTIN HILL, EAST VALLEY TRIBUNE
07/11/2009

Brett Scott, the owner of Internet security firm
Live Square Security, says that more than 100
countries are developing cyber capabilities that
could target American banking institutions,
public utility companies and government
databases. Scott also identified North Korea and
China as two of our greatest threats in
cyberwar. North Korea is known for their
nuclear capability development, and is also not
particularly technologically sophisticated, but
Scott explains that they are networking
constantly with other nations that could help in
attacks. The article recommends that everyone
should be more informed on cybersecurity as
cyberwar will likely be in the news more often.
http://www.eastvalleytribune.com/story/14159
0
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CYBERSPACE – U.S. GOVERNMENT
U.S. Set to Hike Aid Aimed at Iranians

Cyber Insecurity

BY: FARAH STOCKMAN, BOSTON GLOBE
07/26/2009

BY: BRITTANY BALLENSTEDT, NEXTGOV.COM
07/22/2009

The Obama administration is expected to
dramatically increase funding that goes to
helping Iranian citizens work around
government controls on the Internet. The
Iranian government has blocked opposition
Web sites and reformist blogs using
sophisticated technology, and even spies on
activists who use the Internet. The U.S. funding,
which supports countries that block free speech
on the Internet, is expected to double from $15
million in 2009 to $30 million next year. Some
Congress members question the increase,
saying that Obama will be antagonizing the
Iranian regime, who has said in the past that the
United States is trying to “engineer a revolution
inside its borders.” Another issue is that the
funding can also be used to hide Internet
criminal and terrorist networks, and could make
regimes work harder to better censor and spy
on the Internet.
http://www.boston.com/news/nation/washingt
on/articles/2009/07/26/us_to_increase_fundin
g_for_hackivists_aiding_iranians/

This article discusses challenges that the federal
government is addressing in recruiting
cybersecurity workers, including “new talent
that is inadequate, fragmented governance and
uncoordinated leadership that hinders the
ability to meet federal cybersecurity workforce
needs, complicated processes and rules that
hamper recruitment and retention efforts, and
a disconnect between the front-line hiring
managers and government’s human resources
specialists.” A recent report from the
Partnership for Public Service says that the
federal cybersecurity coordinator, when
appointed, should develop a government
blueprint for meeting cybersecurity job needs
and that Congress should provide funding to
train cybersecurity workers.
http://wiredworkplace.nextgov.com/2009/07/c
yber_insecurity.php
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Feds Need Help Hiring Cyber Workforce
BY: ALICE LIPOWICZ, FEDERAL COMPUTER WEEK
07/22/2009

Van Hitch, the Justice Department’s chief
information officer, says that the Scholarship
for Service Program, which currently recruits
around 120 new cyber employees to federal
agencies each year, will expand to about 1,000
per year. Max Stier, president of the
Partnership for Public Service, says that new
cyber talent is still inadequate to deal with
federal cybersecurity needs, and that
“fragmented and uncoordinated federal
leadership” makes federal cybersecurity even
more difficult. Hitch is confident that the
federal government could easily hire 1,000
cyber employees annually, and Ron Sanders,
chief human capital officer at the Office of the
Director of National Intelligence, claims that the
intelligence community alone has more than
1,000 open cybersecurity positions.
http://fcw.com/Articles/2009/07/22/Fedsneed-help-hiring-cyber-workforce.aspx

U.S. Must Attract More Cyber-Security
Pros, Report Finds
BY: BRIAN PRINCE, EWEEK.COM
07/22/2009

A report from the Partnership for Public Service
and consulting firm Booz Allen Hamilton calls on
Congress to improve training programs for new
cybersecurity workers. The report says that out
of 18 federal agencies that were surveyed, only
40 percent of CIOs, CISOs and IT hiring
managers were satisfied with the quality of
federal cybersecurity applicants. The report
recommends the development of a team within
the U.S. Office of Personnel Management that
would help to find cybersecurity talent and
recruit them to government jobs. Also, the
report recommends creating training programs
that could help prepare a “federal cybersecurity
work force.”
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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http://www.eweek.com/c/a/Security/US-MustAttract-More-CyberSecurity-Pros-Report-Finds142826/

Report Finds Government Vulnerable to
Cyber Attacks
BY: PAM BENSON, CNN.COM
07/22/2009

The Partnership for Public Service and Booz
Allen Hamilton studied 18 federal agencies and
found that workers are not adequately trained
to protect computer systems from cyber
attacks. The report, called “Cyber IN-Security,”
says that the federal government is “unable to
combat these threats” and that there needs to
be better coordination of leadership over cyber
security workers and a better hiring process as
well as an agreement between hiring managers
and human resources specialists on the quality
of IT candidates. The report also says that the
White House could reach out to universities and
the private sector to encourage Americans to
develop better technological skills, and also asks
the Office of Personnel and Management to
create a cybersecurity career path and expedite
security clearances.
http://www.cnn.com/2009/POLITICS/07/22/cyb
er.security/

Lawmakers: Electric Utilities Ignore Cyber
Warnings
BY: GRANT GROSS, COMPUTERWORLD
07/21/2009

U.S. Rep. Yvette Clarke (D-N.Y.) says that the
electric industry has resisted adopting federal
cybersecurity standards, and is even avoiding
self-regulatory efforts by not designating their
facilities as critical assets. Clarke also said that
the U.S. electric grid is a primary target for
enemies, and that lawmakers have given
warnings to the electric industry for years about
cyber attacks. Steven Naumann, vice president
of wholesale market development at Exelon, an
electric utility, says that the industry has been
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working to improve cybersecurity, but that they
need better information about how to protect
themselves. Other lawmakers, such as Rep.
Bennie Thompson (D-Miss.), say that the
electrical grid will only become more vulnerable
as its controls move on to Internet Protocol
networks.
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9135
753/Lawmakers_Electric_utilities_ignore_cyber
_warnings

security because they “focus largely on
reliability rather than network integrity.” In
addition to the new regulations, two bills have
been introduced in the House which would
improve security regulation of the nation’s
power grid by expanding federal regulation and
enhancing research on security threats to the
system.
http://gcn.com/Articles/2009/07/13/Update1smart-grid-reliability-standards.aspx?Page=1

Cybersecurity: Senate Bill Would Make
International Cooperation a Priority

OMB Eyes New Metrics for Security at
Federal Agencies

BY: BEN BAIN, FEDERAL COMPUTER WEEK
07/14/2009

BY: JAIKUMAR VIJAYAN, COMPUTERWORLD
07/21/2009

A new Senate bill, introduced by Sen. Kirsten
Gillibrand (D-N.Y.), says that the secretary of
state should work with other governments to
“develop cooperative activities; encourage
international cooperation for improving
cybersecurity; and develop safeguards for
privacy, freedom of speech and commercial
transactions.” The bill would also require the
secretary to submit reports to Congress that
detail the progress of those efforts.
http://www.fcw.com/Articles/2009/07/14/Web
-Senate-bill-cybersecurity-internationalcooperation.aspx

Federal CIO Vivek Kundra reports that the
White House Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) is looking into new metrics that would
measure the readiness of government agencies
to deal with cyber threats. Kundra says that
current metrics focus too much on compliance
with the Federal Information Security Act, and
that the new metrics would show the agencies’
current “security postures” and possible
vulnerabilities. A recent evaluation by the
Government Accountability Office (GAO) said
that there were “persistent weaknesses in the
information security controls deployed by the
government agencies covered by FISMA,” and
that many security vulnerabilities have not yet
been addressed. The GAO report also discussed
the OMB’s annual reporting instructions to
agencies, which the GAO says are “unclear and
insufficient.”
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9135
733/OMB_eyes_new_metrics_for_security_at_f
ederal_agencies

CIP Standards May Not be Enough to
Secure Electric Grid
BY: WILLIAM JACKSON, GOVERNMENT COMPUTER
NEWS
07/09/2009

Industry regulators will begin compliance audits
this month on new reliability standards for the
nation’s electric power distribution system. Joe
McClelland, director of the Office of Electric
Reliability at the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission says that it’s a big step towards
implementing critical infrastructure protection
standards, which the U.S. power grid has never
had. Other security experts say that the
standards “do not go far enough” to ensure
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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Agencies Riddled with Security Holes, GAO
Says
BY: BEN BAIN, FEDERAL COMPUTER WEEK
07/17/2009

The Government Accountability Office recently
released a report that said that major federal
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agencies still have insufficient information
security controls which “expose sensitive data
to significant risk.” The report identified
problems with access controls, configuration
management controls and continuity of
operations planning. GAO also said that OMB
annual reporting instructions for FISMA reports
were unclear and that OMB didn’t always
provide key information about problems in its
report to Congress. The article says that OMB
should update, clarify and improve reporting
instructions to inspectors general and include a
report to Congress that summarizes findings
from annual independent evaluations in
information security practices.
http://fcw.com/Articles/2009/07/17/Web-GAOFISMA-info-security.aspx

U.S. Dept. of Energy Builds Attack Defense
Network
BY: TIM GREENE, NETWORK WORLD
07/16/2009

The U.S. Department of Energy is beginning to
deploy the Federated Model for Cyber Security,
which uses attack data from intrusion detection
systems at DoE sites to flag attacks and build a
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database of attack information that can be used
to “facilitate faster response times.” Gene
Rackow, a cyber security engineer, says that the
information could be used to reconfigure
firewalls at other sites to block traffic from IP
addresses that are known to be part of previous
attacks. The database will include information
on attacks like IP addresses, domain names, email addresses and URLs.
http://www.networkworld.com/news/2009/07
1609-argonne-security.html

White House Bans Staffers From Twitter
UPI.COM
07/26/2009

U.S. Press Secretary Robert Gibbs recently said
that White House staffers are now blocked from
using Twitter at work, although he said that he
doesn’t know why the chief executive’s offices
blocked the site. President Barack Obama
reportedly posts updates from two Twitter
sites: @WhiteHouse and @BarackObama.
http://www.upi.com/Odd_News/2009/07/26/
White-House-bans-staffers-from-Twitter/UPI20091248622276/
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U.S. CYBER LEADERSHIP DEBATE
Don’t Waste Time Waiting for Cyber Czar
BY: KAREN EVANS, GOVERNMENT INFORMATION
SECURITY
07/15/2009

Agency CIOs and CISOs should not wait for the
appointment of a cybersecurity coordinator to
begin work on improving cybersecurity, because
even with the appointment of a federal
coordinator, the agencies will still be
responsible for providing the “operational
muscle to safeguard the government’s
information assets.” Departmental and agency
managers will be impacted by cybersecurity
policies that result from the appointment of a
coordinator, but their duties will not change so
much as how they share responsibilities and
services will. The appointment of a federal
cybersecurity coordinator will, hopefully,
include providing more resources which would
help make managing and securing government
networks more efficient.
http://blogs.govinfosecurity.com/posts.php?po
stID=244

Cyber Czar Job Goes Begging
BY: COLIN CLARK, DOD BUZZ
07/20/2009

This article discusses a recent article at Defense
Tech by Kevin Coleman, who says that it will be
difficult to find a taker for the position of the
federal cyber czar. The job will be difficult given
the fact that the recently appointed heads of
Cyber Command, the Department of Homeland
Security and the National Security Agency will
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all have some part in controlling the people and
tasks relating to federal cybersecurity. Kevin
Coleman writes that the position has remained
unfilled because the czar will have cybersecurity
“responsibility without the authority necessary
to make it happen” and, with the job of
securing government systems and private
information infrastructure, it will be “nearly
impossible to be successful.”
http://www.dodbuzz.com/2009/07/20/cyberczar-job-goes-begging/

Software [In]security: Moving U.S.
Cybersecurity Beyond Cyberplatitudes
BY: GARY MCGRAW, INFORMIT
07/16/2009

This article summarizes the Obama
administration’s 60-day federal cybersecurity
review, which calls for the appointment of a
cybersecurity coordinator and says that the
government should create a threat-sharing plan
and a centralized organization to execute
threat-sharing. Also, the government should
purchase strategies that “put pressure on
vendors to properly address security in
commercial (private sector) products and
services.” The article also discusses what the
federal government can do to push
improvements in Internet security and what the
U.S. government should not do in the name of
increasing cybersecurity.
http://www.informit.com/articles/article.aspx?
p=1379758
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CYBERSPACE – DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DOD)
Cyber Warfare – New Military Situation in
War Against Terror
PEOPLE’S DAILY ONLINE
07/13/2009

The Internet provides like-minded people with
opportunities to communicate with each other
including terrorist organizations that publicize
their views, make recruitments and raise funds
via the Internet. In the “virtual training base,”
through various free cyber courses, terrorist
organizations train terrorists how to make and
use bombs as well as how to launch surprise
attacks. Confronted with cyber aggression by
the Taliban and terrorist organizations, U.S.
forces in Afghanistan and Iraq have fought back
using cyber warfare by taking advantage of blog
and video Web sites such as Facebook, YouTube
and Twitter to show development and release
latest news of the war.
http://english.people.com.cn/90001/90780/913
43/6699021.html

New Command Does Not Signal a
Significant Shift in Cybersecurity Strategy
BY: WILLIAM JACKSON, GOVERNMENT COMPUTER
NEWS
07/13/2009

The creation of the new Cyber Command that
was announced last month may mean more of
an organizational change in the Defense
Department than an operational change, and
may not indicate a significant change in the
nation’s cybersecurity operations. Operational
responsibilities for securing information
infrastructures have not changed much since
cybersecurity has become a national security
priority with the National Security Agency still in
charge of the nation’s dot-mil networks and the
private-sector taking responsibility of other
domains. The establishment of the new
Cybercom will not change this, although the
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NSA will provide expertise to DHS and the U.S.
Computer Emergency Readiness Team.
http://gcn.com/Articles/2009/07/13/CybereyeCyber-Command-DOD-NSA-policy.aspx

U.S. Recruiting Cyber Patriots to Defend
the Interwebs
BY: KIT EATIN, FAST COMPANY
07/24/2009

The Department of Defense is reportedly
planning on recruiting 10,000 workers to cyber
security posts. DoD has said that they are
looking specifically for young Americans with
the technical skills to work as cyber researchers
and warriors. The new recruitment program,
which includes involvement from the Center for
Strategic and International Studies as well as
academics and industry, will find workers
through cybersecurity competitions, such as the
CyberPatriot Defense competition which runs in
high schools through the Air Force Association.
DoD is offering a $1 million prize to contestants
of the DC3 Digital Forensics Challenge, and
another competition, NetWars, allows
participants to virtually hack each others’
systems in a custom OS.
http://www.fastcompany.com/blog/kiteaton/technomix/us-recruit-cyber-warrior-topguns-defend-internets

Military Blocking of Web Sites Not Uniform
BY: SANDRA JONTZ, STARS AND STRIPES
07/17/2009

This article discusses how bans on social
networking sites like Facebook and MySpace
are different for different military bases. The
Army ordered network managers to unblock
some social Web sites at 81 U.S. locations in
June, although there are still no plans to
unblock social networking sites at U.S. military
locations in Europe. In May 2007, the Defense
Department blocked 13 sites that they believed
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could be dangerous, including Myspace,
YouTube and e-mail sites, although popular
social networking sites Facebook, Twitter and
Flickr did not make that list of dangerous sites.
http://www.stripes.com/article.asp?section=10
4&article=63760

DoD on the Hunt for Security Solutions
BY: BEN BAIN & DOUG BEIZER, FEDERAL COMPUTER
WEEK
07/16/2009

The Department of Defense is asking for input
from industry on two potential initiatives that
would help to improve the security of the
department’s systems. One initiative looks at
how virtualization technology could make
security easier, while the other would identify
ways to deal with distributed denial-of-service
attacks. The Defense Industrial Base Cyber
Security/Information Assurance Task Force will
review submissions and determine whether
virtualization could be used to secure the
department’s systems, while DISA has said that
it is interested in a tool that could report on
distributed denial-of-service attacks within five
minutes of the start of the attack. Submissions
must include information on the solutions’
capabilities for “detection, mitigation,
monitoring, logging, reporting and alerting” as
well as information on “security, administration,
architectures, and cost and schedule
estimates.”
http://fcw.com/Articles/2009/07/20/WEEKDOD-security-solutions.aspx

DoD Seeks Defense Against Denial-ofService Attacks
BY: BEN BAIN, FEDERAL COMPUTER WEEK
07/13/2009

A new request for information is asking for
commercial products that could help detect and
mitigate distributed-denial-of-service attacks.
The Defense Information Systems Agency is
asking for solutions that would provide
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monitoring of agency networks, and that could
alert them in the case of suspicious activity and
provide options for mitigating attacks. The RFI
said that DISA wants incidents to be reported
within five minutes from the start of the attack,
and that can also monitor all inbound and
outbound traffic at 11 worldwide Internet-toNIPRnet access points.
http://fcw.com/Articles/2009/07/13/DefenseDepartment-denial-of-service-RFI.aspx

How Many Computer Centers?
BY: BOB BREWIN, NEXTGOV
07/16/2009

The Senate Armed Services Committee has
decided to cut $75 million from the computing
budget of the Army, Navy and Air Force to force
them to look into using Defense Information
Systems Agency computing services and
eliminate wasteful service-specific computing
services activities. The committee claims that
the three services having separate computing
centers has led to “uncoordinated, departmentwide deployment of servers, mainframes, data
warehouses, Web sites and other computing
services” which has caused inefficient utilization
of computing infrastructure.
http://whatsbrewin.nextgov.com/2009/07/how
_many_computer_centers.php

General Pleased with Pace of Cyber Unit
Standup
BY: ERIK HOLMES, AIR FORCE TIMES
07/11/2009

The 24th Air Force, focused on the cyber
mission, is moving toward its official standup,
about a month away. Brig. Gen. Robert
Rego, mobilization assistant to the director of
air, space and nuclear operations at Space
Command’s headquarters at Peterson Air Force
Base, is overseeing the transition. He gave Air
Force Times an update on the standup,
addressing issues such as progress made to
date, anticipated reporting structure for the
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new organization and the relationship between
the 24th Air Force and the new U.S. Cyber
Command.
http://aimpoints.hq.af.mil/display.cfm?id=3450
1

Force computer without having to re-register
when they relocate to a new base.
http://www.af.mil/news/story.asp?id=1231589
58

Army Tries Doctrine Wikis
Air Force Network Operations Begins
Migration to Centralized E-mail, Network
Services
BY: TECH. SGT. AMAANI LYLE, U.S. AIR FORCE
07/16/2009

Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. Norton Schwartz
recently granted “the Air Force Network
Operations commander centralized order-issue
authority over the operation, defense,
maintenance and control of Air Force
networks.” The Air Force is also in the process
of establishing a user directory and e-mail
service that will be used by all Air Force
network users in an attempt to centralize
services and improve security and efficiency on
the Air Force Global Information Grid. Airmen
will now have one single e-mail address for the
duration of their careers, regardless of what
base or organization they are assigned to, and
will be able to log-on to any connected Air

BY: COLIN CLARK, DOD BUZZ
07/16/2009

While the intelligence community has been
using wikis for years, the Army is reportedly
now using wikis and also creating “wiki pages”
based on the Wikipedia online reference site.
The Army is hoping to decrease the number of
doctrine manuals from 550 to just below 100,
and make them available on Wiki pages that
can be accessed after logging in with your AKO
account. Service members can even update the
pages with their own experiences and practices,
although pages will be monitored and edited by
a subject matter expert. Lt. Gen. William
Caldwell says that they want to combine the
“expertise of the soldiers” with input from
subject matter experts to provide soldiers with
the most updated information.
http://www.dodbuzz.com/2009/07/16/armytries-doctrine-wikis/

High Tech Problem Solvers
www.gtri.gatech.edu

From accredited DoD enterprise systems to exploits for
heterogeneous networks, GTRI is on the cutting edge of
cyberspace technology. Transferring knowledge from
research activities with the Georgia Tech Information Security
Center, GTRI is able to bring together the best technologies,
finding real-world solutions for complex problems facing
government and industry.
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CYBERSPACE – DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY (DHS)
DHS: Give us Info on Cybersecurity
Products
BY: BEN BAIN, FEDERAL COMPUTER WEEK
07/16/2009

The Department of Homeland Security recently
published a notice asking for information from
industry on technical solutions that could help
to secure the “.gov” cyber domain used by
federal agencies. The department is reportedly
interested in products for its integrated
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cybersecurity program, and issued a classified
RFI which said that products must support DHS’
integrated cybersecurity program through
efforts to gather and analyze information about
cybersecurity, coordinate cybersecurity efforts
among government organizations, improve
information sharing and detect cyber threats.
http://fcw.com/Articles/2009/07/16/Web-DHScyber-RFI.aspx
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CYBERSPACE – INTERNATIONAL
IMPACT, ITU Calls for Concerted,
Borderless Effort to Fight Cyber-Attacks
MIS ASIA
07/20/2009

International agencies, the International
Multilateral Partnership Against Cyber Threats
(IMPACT) and the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) agree that
there needs to be “concerted borderless
cooperation” in order to combat cyberattacks.
IMPACT chairman Datuk Mohd Noor Amin says
that the recent attacks against the United
States and South Korea should serve as a
warning against more destructive and global
attacks. Amin also said that the “borderless and
global nature over the Internet” makes it
impossible for one country or region to protect
itself alone. Amin explained that “stopping
cyber-attacks is a complicated process involving
many different actors, geographical locations,
jurisdictions and laws.”
http://www.misasia.com/news/articles/impact,-itu-calls-forconcerted,-borderless-effort-to-fight-cyberattacks

Britain Opts Out of NATO Cyber Centre
DEFENCE MANAGEMENT
07/24/2009

Britain will reportedly not take part in NATO’s
cyber defense and warfare center that will be
set up in Estonia to conduct research on the
future of cyber warfare. The center is expected
to monitor suspected attacks, study how to
improve NATO cyber defenses and train military
officials in offensive and defensive cyber
activities. Britain’s Defence Secretary Bob
Ainsworth said that Britain will not participate
because they need to coordinate cyber defense
within their government departments and
allies, although Ainsworth did say that Britain
would be open to trading ideas and intelligence
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with the NATO cyber security center. Britain will
focus on setting up their own cybersecurity
defense center, and feels that involvement with
the NATO center would “add another layer of
bureaucracy to a cyber defence and warfare
strategy.”
http://www.defencemanagement.com/news_st
ory.asp?id=10207

Danish Troops in Afghanistan Get
Facebook Warning
BY: TEIS JENSEN, REUTERS
07/17/2009

Lt. Col. Kim Astrup, of the Danish army’s
operational command, recently told Reuters
that Danish soldiers were warned to be more
careful after some were found discussing
operations on social networking site Facebook.
Astrup said that the information had been seen
by “outsiders” and that soldiers sharing private
information online could put missions at risk,
although the Danish army has chosen not to
ban the use of Facebook and other social
networking sites. Astrup also warns that using
passwords and communicating in the Danish
language would not stop the Taliban from
eavesdropping.
http://www.reuters.com/article/technologyNe
ws/idUSTRE56G3OQ20090717

Ireland’s Largest ISP May be Under Attack
BY: TIM WILSON, DARK READING
07/16/2009

Rik Ferguson, a security researcher at Trend
Micro, reports that Ireland’s largest service
provider has been experiencing performance
problems which may indicate that it has
become the victim of DNS poisoning attacks.
Ferguson says that some users complain that
their Web queries are redirecting them to other
sites, including the same advertising site. The
ISP recently confirmed the problem in a
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statement that said that Eircom is working to
“minimize the impact for customers and has
taken a number of steps, including software
updates and hardware interventions.”
Researchers say that the problems at Eircom
are another example of the need for a solution
to DNS vulnerabilities.
http://www.darkreading.com/securityservices/
security/attacks/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=21
8501038&cid=RSSfeed

France Creates National IT Security Agency
BY: PETER SAYER, IT WORLD
07/09/2009

As U.S. and South Korean government
authorities have had recent battles with attacks
on their information infrastructures, France has
announced a new national system to better
defend its IT networks. The French Networks
and Information Security Agency (FNISA) will
conduct a round-the-clock watch in sensitive
government networks and will advise
government departments and commercial
network operators on best practices. FNISA was
set up at the request of President Nicolas
Sarkozy following a review of defense and
national security last year. Its creation was
announced in the government's Official Journal
on Wednesday.
http://www.itworld.com/government/70741/fr
ance-creates-new-national-it-security-agency

Cyber-tactics Gain Growing Importance in
Israel’s Warfare
BY: DAVID HARRIS, CHINA VIEW
07/15/2009

Reports from Jerusalem are saying that Israel’s
Foreign Ministry has begun to plan for an
“Internet warfare” team which is recruiting
members from the public who participate on
Web sites defending Israel. Israel has used
cyber tactics before when they set up fake sites
in Arabic hoping to encourage Lebanese citizens
to hand over Hezbollah fighters, and jamming
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Syrian radar devices during an attack on a
remote nuclear facility in Syria. Mike Dahan, a
political science expert in the Communications
Department of Sapir College in Israel’s Negev
Desert, says that everyone in the region,
including Iran, Syria, Jordan, Egypt and
Lebanon, are developing cyber techniques to
help infiltrate their enemies. This article says
that “Israel’s high-tech industry is a world
leader, particularly in the fields of security and
communications” and that all of that technical
know-how comes from the Israeli army, which
includes an intelligence unit that specializes in
“producing the most talented CEOs and
programming whiz kids.”
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/200907/15/content_11709201.htm

Five Technologies Iran is Using to Censor
the Web
BY: BRAD REED, NETWORK WORLD
07/20/2009

The Iranian government has been using new
technologies to keep citizens disconnected from
the Internet. This article discusses the five most
commonly-used technologies that the Iranian
government uses to censor Internet use. IP
blocking enables the Iranian government to
block all packets going to or from targeted IP
addresses, while traffic classification allows the
government to stop any file that is sent through
a certain type of protocol. Shallow packet
inspection can also block packets based on their
content and packet fingerprinting can
determine packets’ content based on the
packet header, its length, frequency of
transmission and other characteristics. Deep
packet inspection is the “most refined method
that the government has for blocking Internet
traffic” because it allows the government to
analyze the packets contents although DIP is
labor-intensive and complicated to run.
http://www.networkworld.com/news/2009/07
2009-iran-censorship-tools.html
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UAE Blackberry Update Was Spyware
BY: BEN THOMPSON, BBC NEWS
07/21/2009

An update for Blackberry users in the United
Arab Emirates claimed that it would improve
performance, but actually resulted in crashes
and reduced battery life, and Blackberry maker
Research in Motion (RIM) said that the update
was not authorized or developed by RIM. The
update was reportedly sent from UAE telecoms
firm Etisalat, and RIM reports that Etisalat may
have sent out a telecommunications
surveillance application in the update that could
be used to access private or confidential
information. The update has since been
identified as an application that was developed
by American firm SS8, which describes itself as a
“provider of lawful electronic intercept and
surveillance solutions.”
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/816119
0.stm

Cable Makes Big Promises for African
Internet
BY: DIANE MCCARTHY, CNN.COM
07/22/2009

Because of high costs and extremely slow
bandwidth, South Africa has been able to utilize
the Internet like other countries, but a new
undersea cable that gives east Africa high speed
Internet access is expected to help Africa “keep
up with the developed world in Internet
connectivity, providing greater speed, flexibility
and, potentially, a complete socioeconomic
transformation.” SEACOM, the cable provider
company, says that the new cable will reduce
business costs in Africa. A telecoms analyst,
James Hodge, says that the impact that the new
cable will have on Africa’s socioeconomic
problems will be the greatest benefit of
connecting the region.
http://www.cnn.com/2009/TECH/07/22/seaco
m.on/index.html?eref=rss_tech

Researcher: Middle East Blackberry Update
Spies on Users

Chinese News Sites Go Down After Reports
on Gov’t Scandal

BY: KIM ZETTER, WIRED BLOG NETWORK
07/14/2009

BY: OWEN FLETCHER, CIO.COM
07/21/2009

An update, issued to 100,000 subscribers of a
United Arab Emirates phone and Internet
service provider and billed as a “performanceenhancement patch” contains U.S.-made
spyware that would allow review of the user’s
e-mail and text messages. Nigel Gourlay, a
Qatar-based programmer who examined the
patch, told ITP that the patch contained
“phone-home” code that instructed the
BlackBerries to contact a server to register. But
once the patch was installed, thousands of
devices tried to contact the server
simultaneously, crashing it and causing their
batteries to drain. The spyware appears to have
been developed by a U.S. company, which
markets electronic surveillance software.
http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2009/07/bl
ackberry-spies

Chinese news sites Sina.com.cn and
NetEast.com were recently taken offline after
both sites’ tech sections carried reports that
linked the son of China’s president to a corrupt
African deal. The reports were missing when
the sites came back online. Rebecca
MacKinnon, a Hong Kong-based expert on the
Internet in China, says that she is surprised that
the news sites reported the story at all, since
information on the president’s children has
always been off limits, and Chinese police patrol
the Internet to prevent sensitive information
from being posted in forums or search results.
The stories claimed that Chinese company,
Nuctech, was suspected of bribery in a deal that
would provide scanners for airports and ports in
Namibia, and said that Namibian authorities
wanted to question Hu Haifeng, the former
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company president and son of Chinese
president Hu Jintao.
http://www.cio.com/article/497664/Chinese_N
ews_Sites_Go_Down_After_Reports_on_Gov_t
_Scandal

Malaysian Foreign Ministry’s Web Site
Compromised
BY: SUMNER LEMON, CIO.COM
07/15/2009

Hackers recently compromised the Web site of
Malaysia’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs by adding
iframes which redirected visitors to Web sites
containing malware. Websense Security Labs
reports that the site has been fixed, but details
of the links in the iframes have not been
released. Iframes are HTML tags that are able to
embed one HTML page inside another, which
can even be invisible on the screen so that users
do not know they have been redirected. Meling
Mudin, an independent Malaysian researcher,
says that Malaysian authorities need to spend
time educating organizations about security.

http://www.cio.com/article/497340/Malaysian
_Foreign_Ministry_s_Web_Site_Compromised

Aussie Police To ‘War-Drive’ For Insecure
WiFi in Homes, Businesses
BY: KELLY JACKSON HIGGINS, DARK READING
07/21/2009

The Australian Queensland Police are planning
to send officers in squad cars to find insecure
and open WiFi networks in homes and
businesses. Officers will alert the WiFi network
users and provide them with resources to lock
down their WiFi. Brian Hay, detective
superintendent of the Queensland police, says
that cyber criminals often share maps of areas
with unsecure wireless networks that can be
used for launching attacks, and that the officers
hope to limit the criminals’ area of operations.
http://www.darkreading.com/insiderthreat/sec
urity/intrusionprevention/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=218501
624

CISCO
Cisco (NASDAQ: CSCO) enables people to make powerful
connections-whether in business, education, philanthropy,
or creativity. Cisco hardware, software, and service
offerings are used to create the Internet solutions that
make networks possible-providing easy access to
information anywhere, at any time. Cisco was founded in
1984 by a small group of computer scientists from Stanford
University. Since the company's inception, Cisco engineers
have been leaders in the development of Internet Protocol
(IP)-based networking technologies.
Today, with more than 65,225 employees worldwide, this
tradition of innovation continues with industry-leading
products and solutions in the company's core development
areas of routing and switching, as well as in advanced
technologies such as: Application Networking, Data Center,
Digital Media, Radio over IP, Mobility, Security, Storage
Networking, TelePresence, Unified Communications, Video
and Virtualization. For additional information:
www.cisco.com
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CYBERSPACE RESEARCH
What Google Chrome will Mean for CyberSecurity
BY: PAUL MARKS, NEWSCIENTIST
07/19/2009

Google recently announced plans to launch a
computer operating system based on its
Chrome Web browser meant for users that
would run remote software located on servers
in Google’s Internet data centers, or “in the
cloud,” rather than on their own computer. The
operating system will be available in mid-2010,
and Google’s engineering director says that
Google will be “completely redesigning the
underlying security architecture of the OS so
users don’t have to deal with viruses, malware
and security updates.” Robert Caunt, an analyst
with CCS Insight, says that Google already has
good security with its Gmail spam filter and the
search engine’s phishing-detection.
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg20327
176.700-what-google-chrome-will-mean-forcybersecurity.html

Webcams, Printers, Gizmos – the Untold
Net Threats
BY: DAN GOODIN, THE REGISTER
07/16/2009

A team of researchers at Stanford University
recently tested 21 devices such as webcams and
printers from 16 different manufacturers, and
said that these devices are a security threat
because they “were never designed to
withstand attacks, even though they interact
with some of the most sensitive parts of a
computer network.” One researcher, Hristo
Bojinov, says that the team did not find one
secure device, and that network-attached
storage units were the most dangerous as they
were susceptible to all five attack classes in the
study. The article discusses different types of
attacks that are possible using NAS units. The
researchers say that the number of electronic
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devices that use vulnerable Web interfaces will
only grow in the next couple of years.
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2009/07/16/bug
gy_web_interface_peril/

Businesses Dismiss Cloud Security
Concerns
BY: MAXWELL COOTER, TECHWORLD
07/16/2009

Business Internet service provider, Star,
recently conducted a survey that found that
U.K. CIOs have “dismissed security concerns
about cloud computing.” The survey says that
44 percent of business managers believe that
their data is more secure in an independent
data center than on their own premises,
although an IDC survey last year found that IT
executives thought that security was a major
challenge to adopting cloud computing. Martino
Corbelli, Star’s marketing director, says that the
survey did not take into account the opinion of
the organizations’ technical managers, who
could be more skeptical of cloud computing
security.
http://www.techworld.com/news/index.cfm?R
SS&NewsID=119300

How to Use Electrical Outlets and Cheap
Lasers to Steal Data
BY: TIM GREENE, NETWORK WORLD
07/09/2009

Security researchers Andrea Barisani and
Daniele Bianco will demonstrate how to steal
information from a computer using an electrical
socket or a machine with a laser at the Black
Hat USA security conference in Las Vegas later
this month. The researchers say that
unconventional attacks are becoming more
common. The article discusses how each exploit
works, using laser pointers or power sockets to
read vibrations and frequencies that indicate
what keys are being punched on a keyboard.
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The researchers say that if their exploit is
possible with such basic tools, a dedicated team
or government agency could surely develop a
much more sophisticated exploit.
http://www.networkworld.com/news/2009/07
0909-electrical-data-theft.html

LAN Sprawl Puts Network Controls at Risk
SECURITY PARK
07/28/2009

A recent Loudhouse Research survey found that
IT decision makers are facing increased pressure
to improve security as organizations open up
their networks to cross-functional users, thirdparties, more applications and new IP devices.
The survey found that 93 percent of IT decision
makers said that users require access to
different parts of the network at different
times, 92 percent said that they manage users
with multiple IDs to support cross-functional
needs of their company, and 66 percent say
that the “proliferation of devices and
applications” makes it more difficult to monitor
and audit the networks. IT decision makers said
that there must be increased control over
security, access to job functions, access to
specific applications and general user access.
Yankee Group senior vice president Zeus
Kerravala says that there must be context
awareness built into new networks to keep IT
aware of interactions on their network.
http://www.securitypark.co.uk/security_article
263427.html

Forrester: The Good and Bad of Security
Technologies
BY: ANGELA MOSCARITOLO, SC MAGAZINE
07/24/2009

A new report from Forrester examines the state
of network threat mitigation and says that
enterprise security teams are struggling to keep
up with current attacks. The report studied
popular technologies that businesses are using
to secure their networks including Web
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application firewalls and intrusion prevention
systems, which are considered necessary for
many businesses. Technologies such as network
access control and unified threat management
are still not used by a majority of businesses.
John Kindervag, a Forrester senior analyst, says
that the technologies that are the most popular
are the ones that help businesses meet
compliance regulations, and that the most
important technology is still your main firewall.
http://www.scmagazineus.com/Forrester-Thegood-and-bad-of-securitytechnologies/article/140598/

Weak Link in Cybersecurity? People,
Report Finds
BY: DIANE BARTZ, REUTERS
07/22/2009

Security company Sophos recently released a
report which found that 63 percent of system
administrators worry that their employees
share too much personal information on social
networking sites, and that about half of the
companies surveyed block access to all or some
social networking sites to better protect their
corporate infrastructure. The report also said
that the number of pages containing malware
has quadrupled since early 2008, and 15 new
fraudulent anti-virus vendors are discovered
every day.
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/32082855/ns/t
echnology_and_science-security/

Wireless Cybercriminals Target Clueless
Vacationers
BY: STEVEN KOTLER, FOX NEWS
07/12/2009

Wireless security company AirTight Networks
conducted a study of international airports that
evaluated the safety of their Wi-Fi networks,
and found that cybercriminals are using
fraudulent networks in airports to steal
information from travelers. The study included
27 international airports, and found that only 3
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percent of the travelers using a public network
were on secure networks. They even found that
some airport ticketing systems and baggagehandling systems were being run on insecure
networks. The company recommends that
travelers using Wi-Fi networks do not look at
important documents and assume that Wi-Fi
connections are being eavesdropped on. Never
enter sensitive information like bank account
information or social security numbers, and set
all Bluetooth devices to “hidden.”
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,531380
,00.html

Norwich Gets Funding for Cyber Security
Research

This article includes a radio interview with
Norwich University President Richard
Schneider, who says that Sen. Patrick Leahy
helped to secure funding for the university,
which will help businesses and governments
defend against cyber attacks. The university was
named a national center for counterterrorism
and cyber crime by Congress in 2002, and will
now receive $7.7 million in federal funding for
cyber defense work. The money will go to two
projects at Norwich including one that will train
police and fire departments in computer
security. Funding will also go to a Norwich-led
research consortium that will create programs
and software for cyber-security exercises.
http://www.vpr.net/news_detail/85388/

BY: JOHN DILLON, VERMONT PUBLIC RADIO
07/17/2009
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CYBERSPACE HACKS AND ATTACKS
Why Feds Can’t Stop Cyberattacks
BY: GREGG CARLSTROM, FEDERAL TIMES
07/13/2009

Security experts say that federal government
agencies, whose Web sites were shut down
during last week’s attacks, should have been
able to defend themselves against such
“primitive” attacks, and that the attacks could
have been prevented if the government had
better security standards and new technology in
place. James Lewis, a senior fellow at the Center
for Strategic and International Studies, says that
he worries what damage would have been done
if the attacks had been more sophisticated. The
hackers used distributed denial of service
attacks, which are primitive because they don’t
cause lasting damage or compromise sensitive
information. They are also fairly easy to stop
with modern firewalls and server technology,
making them more of a nuisance than an actual
dangerous attack. Experts point to the lack of
uniformity in cybersecurity standards across
federal agencies as one reason the attacks were
so difficult to stop. Alan Paller, director of
research at the SANS Institute, says that some
of the federal managers didn’t even know
which network service provider connected their
sites to the Internet, which caused delays when
dealing with affected sites.
http://federaltimes.com/index.php?S=4181665

Whatever Happened to the Conficker
Worm?
BY: JOHN D. SUTTER, CNN.COM
07/27/2009

Security experts say that even though the
Conficker botnet has not caused any major
havoc so far, it still includes about 5 million
computers and could still cause a lot of damage.
Phillip Porras, program director at SRI
International, says that the authors of Conficker
could be planning on using the network to steal
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information or make money off the information
on the compromised computers. Porras says
that, so far, the only thing that the worm’s
authors have done is try to sell fake computersecurity software to a “relatively small segment
of Conficker-stricken computers.” Another
researcher, Mikko Hypponen, says that the
criminals behind Conficker would have
launched a major attack by now if they were
planning to.
http://www.cnn.com/2009/TECH/07/27/confic
ker.update/index.html?eref=rss_tech

Conficker Authors Prepping for Next Stage,
Researcher Says
BY: ROBERT WESTERVELT, SEARCHSECURITY.COM
07/16/2009

Mikko Hyppönen of F-Secure Corp. discusses
the Conficker worm, which made national
headlines when it quickly infected 10 million
computers. Researchers believe that the
hackers behind Conficker must be “beginners”
because most hackers would have increased
their botnet size more slowly to avoid attention
and becoming “a high profile nemesis of
security researchers.” Researchers also
speculate that the botnet controllers may be
preparing for the next stage for the worm since
there has been very little activity from the
botnet since May, when the hackers appeared
to be renting out portions of the botnet to
spread spam or rouge antivirus.
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/news/arti
cle/0,289142,sid14_gci1361977,00.html

25% of Firms Suffer Social-Network
Phishing Attacks
BY: CARRIE-ANN SKINNER, PC ADVISOR
07/22/2009

The recent Security Threat Report from security
firm Sophos says that 25 percent of firms have
experienced spam, phishing or malware attacks
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through social networking sites, and that twothirds of businesses are concerned that their
employees share too much personal
information on social networks. The report also
found that incidents of scareware, or fake antivirus software, have increased three times since
2008.
http://www.pcadvisor.co.uk/news/index.cfm?n
ewsid=119561

Can Twitter and Facebook be Both Social
and Secure?
TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
07/22/2009

This article discusses Sophos’s Security Threat
Report for the first half of 2009, which found
that more than 21 percent of informationtechnology administrators that were polled said
that their companies had received some sort of
malware through social networking sites. The
article also claims that most companies block
social networking sites because of productivity
reasons, although some block the sites because
of data leakage or malware concerns. Graham
Cluley, senior technology consultant for Sophos,
says that blocking access to social networks “is
not a long term solution” because younger
workers are increasingly using social networks
to communicate with customers and coworkers.
http://www.technologyreview.com/blog/unsaf
ebits/23888/

Hacker Break-In of Twitter E-Mail Yields
Secret Docs
BY: GREGG KEIZER, COMPUTERWORLD
07/16/2009

Twitter Co-Founder Biz Stone says that a hacker
broke into an administrative assistant’s e-mail
account last month, and used information from
the e-mail account to break into the employee’s
Google Apps account, which Twitter workers
use to share documents and other information
within the company. The criminal, who calls
himself Hacker Croll, forwarded hundreds of
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internal Twitter documents to various Web sites
like TechCrunch, who have published some of
the confidential documents. Security experts
say that the hacker was able to research the
employee on social networks and used the
information to reset the employee’s account
passwords. The article recommends creating
stronger passwords that use numbers and
letters, as well as limiting the personal
information that is shared on social networking
sites.
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9135
591/Hacker_break_in_of_Twitter_e_mail_yields
_secret_docs

BLOG: The Cyber Security Debate
Continues
BY: STEVEN BUCCI, U.S. AIR FORCE AIM POINTS
07/15/2009

Author Steven Bucci writes that he believes that
we should use the “Korean attacks” as a Free
Red Team exercise and evaluate the attack to
see what we did right and what we did wrong.
Bucci says that the attacks were not very
sophisticated, but that they had the potential to
cause a lot of damage. The attacks also pointed
to several weak points which show that we are
vulnerable to a “competent enemy.”
http://aimpoints.hq.af.mil/display.cfm?id=3458
1

More than 8,000 Computer Viruses Infect
NHS Computers Over Last Year
TELEGRAPH.CO.UK
07/09/2009

During the past year, National Health Service
computers have been infected by more than
8,000 dangerous computer viruses, causing
problems with patient records and
appointments. Also of concern is that personal
information could have been at risk of theft,
since the viruses that infected the computers
are also used by hackers to steal personal
information. The NHS told More4 News that its
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new records system will have significantly
higher levels of security than local NHS trusts
have at the moment and that from this year
strategic health authorities will be forced to
regularly disclose when data is lost.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/scienceandtechnol
ogy/technology/technologynews/5788583/Mor
e-than-8000-computer-viruses-have-infectedNHS-computers-over-the-last-year.html

Pentagon Blasts Computer Contractor
TG DAILY
07/27/2009

A recent report from the Pentagon’s inspector
general says that contractor Apptis provided
software maintenance, updates and testing for
a Military Health System program that is
responsible for standardizing reporting of
health costs. A computer system used by one of
the company’s subcontractors was reportedly
hacked from an address in China. The hackers
were able to access the root network, resulting
in Apptis paying back $1.3 million of a $5.4
million Pentagon contract. Investigators found
that the company had “failed to provide proper
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network security and information assurance
services.”
http://www.tgdaily.com/content/view/43377/1
08/

Hackers May Slip Through Hole Found in
Adobe Tools
BY: BYRON ACOHIDO, USA TODAY
07/26/2009

Cybercriminals could be using a newlydiscovered vulnerability in Adobe’s Flash video
player and Acrobat Reader to infect users’
machines. Criminals have been sending PDF
files with corrupted Flash video clips through email, and have also been hacking into Web sites
to implant the infected videos. Once activated,
the video clips install malicious programs on the
user’s computer. Adobe is trying to develop an
emergency patch by this week, but experts
expect the number of attacks that exploit this
particular vulnerability to increase significantly.
http://www.usatoday.com/tech/news/compute
rsecurity/2009-07-26-adobehackers_N.htm?csp=34
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CYBER ATTACK ON U.S. AND SOUTH KOREA
Web’s Anonymity Makes Cyberattack Hard
to Trace
BY: JOHN MARKOFF, NEW YORK TIMES
07/17/2009

Law enforcement agencies are looking for the
cyber criminals that are behind the recent
attacks against U.S. and South Korean Web
sites, but say that “it is all but impossible” to
determine where attackers are actually based in
Internet attacks. South Korea has made
accusations that North Korea was behind the
attacks that started over the July 4 holiday
weekend, but American officials say that the
attacks were not very different from similar
attacks against government agencies that occur
daily. Amrit Williams, chief technology officer
for Bigfix, says “it would be incredibly difficult
to prove that North Korea was involved” in the
attacks, and experts warn that attributing the
source of cyberattacks is “difficult at best and
sometimes impossible.”
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/07/17/technolo
gy/17cyber.html?_r=1

Experts Work to Untangle U.S., Korea
Cyberattack
BY: LOLITA C. BALDOR & JORDAN ROBERTSON,
ENTERPRISE SECURITY TODAY
07/13/2009

Law enforcement authorities that are
investigating the recent cyberattacks against
U.S. and South Korean Web sites will have a
difficult time tracing the attacks to its source,
since experts found zombie computers in South
Korea, Japan, China, the United States and
possibly other countries. Analysts say that the
investigation will have to include agents lurking
in online chat rooms and extensive evaluation
of computer code looking for digital
fingerprints. Alan Paller, director of research at
SANS Institute, says that copies of the malicious
code have been sent to analysts and cyber
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security companies, and that other investigators
are following the electronic trail by tracing the
attacks back to the initially infected computers.
Security experts say that even at the end of the
trail, the attackers could be stealing wireless
and not sitting at a wired computer, in which
case there would be no way to identify the
criminals.
http://www.enterprise-securitytoday.com/story.xhtml?story_id=67674&page=
1

Intel Chief says July 4 Cyberattacks Still a
Mystery
NEXTGOV.COM
07/22/2009

Dennis Blair, the national intelligence director,
says that attackers behind the July 4
cyberattacks were able to cover their tracks by
using a network of hijacked computers to
launch attacks. The South Korean government
has accused North Korea of launching the
attacks, although there has not been sufficient
evidence to prove that North Korea was
involved. The U.S. is working with international
law enforcement groups to identify the
criminals.
http://www.nextgov.com/nextgov/ng_2009072
2_4810.php?oref=topnews

July 4 Cyberattack Called ‘Very Minor’
BY: SHAUN WATERMAN, THE WASHINGTON TIMES
07/16/2009

James Lewis, project director of the Commission
on Cyber Security for the 44th Presidency, told
the Washington Times that the attacks on U.S.
government Web sites over the July 4 holiday
weekend should have been simple to defend
against and that it was “pathetic” that some
federal sites could not withstand the attacks,
although a senior Department of Homeland
Security official says that the government’s
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defense against the attacks was “beautifully
choreographed” and that “everything went
well.” The attacks were “very minor” according
to Marcus Sachs, director of the Internet Storm
Center, and most of the U.S. sites that were
attacked were barely affected although some
sites like the Federal Trade Commission and the
Secret Service were temporarily disconnected.
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2009/
jul/16/july-4-cyberattack-called-very-minor/

U.K. Blew N.K. Cyber Attacks
BY: COLIN CLARK, DOD BUZZ
07/13/2009

This article claims that Kevin Coleman, a
consultant on cyber war to Strategic Command,
warned about cyber attacks from North Korea,
and that South Korea and the United States
ignored the warnings. Coleman writes that the
U.S. government admits that they did not
handle the situation well, and that the South
Korean government knew of the attacks in
advance since they began in the United States.
Coleman provides five “observations” after
studying the recent attacks. He says that the
current U.S. defenses are “inadequate against
even moderate level attacks” and that the fact
that the attacks were so destructive says a lot
about the state of our defenses. He also writes
that the attacks show a need for international
cooperation on cyber defense and that claims
that North Korea was behind the attacks should
be investigated further.
http://www.dodbuzz.com/2009/07/13/7833/

So-called Cyberattack was Overblown
BY: BRUCE SCHNEIER, MINNESOTA PUBLIC RADIO
07/13/2009

Security expert Bruce Schneier says that the
cyber attacks against U.S. and South Korean
Web sites last week were not as serious as the
media may have made them seem. Schneier
explains that most Internet users didn’t even
notice the attacks since only a few government
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sites were taken offline, while other sites that
were attacked were able to defend themselves.
Schneier also discusses previous cyber attacks,
including the attacks on Estonian networks that
he says were much more serious than recent
attacks on the U.S. and South Korea. The article
says that cyberwar should not be ignored and
that cyberattacks by government are an issue,
but that most cyberattacks are “kids playing
politics” and not actually dangerous cyberwars.
http://minnesota.publicradio.org/display/web/
2009/07/10/schneier/

Cyber Warfare Attacks on U.S. Targets
Should be a Big Concern
CHATTAHBOX.COM
07/12/2009

This article discusses how, whether or not we
can prove North Korean involvement in the
recent attacks on South Korean and U.S. Web
sites, the recent attacks demonstrate that
cyberattacks need to be taken much more
seriously. While we are still in the early stages
of figuring out how to deter and deal with cyber
incidents that could cause devastating
interruption in national services, countries and
private groups are developing new means of
targeting U.S. government databases, military
installations, banking institutions and public
utility companies. Cyber attacks may not get the
amount of media attention as traditional forms
of warfare, but cyber threats “are deadly
serious to our national security and way of life.”
http://chattahbox.com/world/2009/07/12/cybe
r-warfare-attacks-on-us-targets-should-be-abig-concern/

Lawmaker Wants ‘Show of Force’ Against
North Korea for Web site Attacks
BY: KIM ZETTER, WIRED BLOG NETWORK
07/10/2009

Rep. Peter Hoekstra (R-Michigan) recently
spoke on the conservative America’s Morning
News radio show, and said that President
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Barack Obama should launch a cyber attack
against North Korea, who he believes launched
the recent denial-of-service attacks on United
States and South Korean Web sites. Hoekstra
says that the attack was a “state act” and
“couldn’t be some amateurs” although security
experts have said that the attacks were very
basic. No evidence has been found so far that
could prove that North Korea was behind the
attacks, and the virus used in the attacks was
the MyDoom worm that was originally used
several years ago.
http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2009/07/sh
ow-of-force/

IPTV Firm Denies U.K. Link to Cyber Attacks
ENGLISH.CHOSUN.COM
07/16/2009

U.K. Internet TV company Global Digital
Broadcasting has released a statement which
said that although the IP address that was used
to launch the recent attacks on South Korean
and U.S. Web sites was linked to them, the
actual server computer was located in a data
center of Miami-based Digital Latin America.
Global Digital Broadcasting says that the master
server at DLA is connected to the British
company’s computer network, and that U.K.
and U.S. law enforcement authorities are
working together to investigate the attacks.
http://english.chosun.com/site/data/html_dir/2
009/07/16/2009071600467.html

SKorean Police: Hackers Extracted Data in
Attacks
BY: JAE-SOON CHANG, ENTERPRISE SECURITY TODAY
07/15/2009

An Chan-soo, a chief South Korean police officer
who investigated the recent cyber attacks
against U.S. and South Korean Web sites,
studied the malicious code from two dozen
computers that were infected with the virus.
Chan-soo says that the hackers were able to
extract files from the computers that they
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infected, although that does not mean that they
stole information from attacked sites like that
of the White House and South Korean
presidential Blue House. South Korea’s National
Intelligence Service’s National Cyber Security
Center says that the attacks were some kind of
practice run or of a preliminary nature,
although no more attacks are expected at this
time.
http://www.enterprise-securitytoday.com/story.xhtml?story_id=67757

Why North Korea is Silent on Cyber
Warfare
BY: MOON SUNG HWEE, THE DAILY NK
07/20/2009

The South Korean National Intelligence Service
(NIS) claims that North Korea was behind the
recent distributed denial of service attacks that
targeted U.S. and South Korean Web sites, but
no evidence has yet surfaced and North Korea
has not responded to the accusations in any
way. Experts say that it is surprising that North
Korea has not used the accusations from South
Korea “as a means to foment tension, as it
would normally be expected to do.” Security
experts also say that if North Korea was behind
the attacks, they may be content with just
causing disruption and testing their cyber
capabilities, and do not need to trigger
international conflicts by admitting their
responsibility for the attacks. Others say that
North Korea may not admit guilt because the
attacks were not very successful and they may
be dissatisfied with their capabilities.
http://www.dailynk.com/english/read.php?cata
Id=nk00400&num=5185

North Korea Engaging Internet and Cyber
Warfare
BY: ANTHONY CARRANZA, EXAMINER.COM
07/11/2009

A recent report claims that the U.S. federal
government agencies and South Korean
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government Web sites that were recently
attacked were targeted by a group of army lab
hackers in North Korea. Some believe that
North Korea is increasing cyber warfare testing
in addition to nuclear testing. Government
websites are constantly under denial-of-service
attacks, but this attack is being seen as a more
dangerous threat because “it’s infused with
political and economic intentions by the
Communist Regime of North Korea.”
http://www.examiner.com/x-5611Minneapolis-Tech-CultureExaminer~y2009m7d11-North-korea-engaginginternet-and-cyber-warfare

South Korea’s Spy Agency Lowers
Cyberattack Alert
BY: JAE-SOON CHANG, YAHOO! TECH NEWS
07/13/2009

The cyber attacks that affected South Korean
and U.S. Web sites slowed down last Thursday,
and South Korea lowered their cyberattack alert
on Monday when affected Web sites began to
return to normal, although many had suffered
outages. South Korea’s National Intelligence
Service said that it will continue to watch for
new assaults. The Korea Communications
Commission has said that tens of thousands of

computers were infected during the attacks,
and South Korean police are analyzing samples
of the attack code. South Korean officials have
said that they believe that North Korea was
responsible for the attacks, but there has not
been adequate proof to be certain.
http://tech.yahoo.com/news/ap/20090713/ap_
on_hi_te/as_skorea_cyberattack

Republican Urges Obama to Launch Cyber
Attack Against North Korea
BY: GRAHAM CLULEY, SOPHOS
07/13/2009

Congressman Peter Hoekstra, the lead
Republican on the House Intelligence
Committee, has urged President Barack Obama
to launch a "show of force or strength" against
North Korea, for its alleged part in a series of
distributed denial-of-service attacks in the last
week. He believes that a retaliatory cyber
attack or international sanctions will be
necessary to prevent future problems with the
country. Some sources are not in agreement
that the government of North Korea can be
blamed for the attacks.
http://www.sophos.com/blogs/gc/g/2009/07/1
3/republican-urges-obama-launch-cyber-attacknorth-korea/

Raytheon
Aspiring to be the most admired defense and aerospace systems
supplier through world-class people and technology Raytheon is
a technology leader specializing in defense, homeland security,
and other government markets throughout the world. With a
history of innovation spanning more than 80 years, Raytheon
provides state-of-the-art electronics, mission systems
integration, and other capabilities in the areas of sensing;
effects; command, control, communications and intelligence
systems, as well as a broad range of mission support services.
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CYBERSPACE TACTICS AND DEFENSE
US-CERT Works to Protect Federal Gov’t
From Cyber Attacks
BY: DOROTHY RAMIENSKI, FEDERAL NEWS RADIO
07/10/2009

Michelle Kwon, director of the Homeland
Security Department’s Computer Emergency
Readiness Team (CERT), discusses how the
agency finds out about cyber attacks and warns
other agencies. Kwon says that US CERT became
aware of the recent attacks on federal agency
Web sites when it was reported by a
department, although they sometimes get news
from an international partner or the private
sector. Kwon also explained that once the
agency finds out about an attack, it looks into
how to stop the attack and also warns other
agencies through an early detection system that
anyone can sign up for on the US-CERT Web
site. US-CERT also uses the Federal Information
Notice, which is sent to government entities,
and the Critical Infrastructure Information
Notice, which is sent to the Information Sharing
and Analysis Center.
http://www.federalnewsradio.com/index.php?
nid=110&sid=1715122

‘Neighborhood Watch’ Warns of Cyber
Attacks

domain names, although it will be expanded to
include hostile email addresses and web URLs.
The system could eventually be extended to the
private sector.
http://www.tgdaily.com/content/view/43280/1
08/

Smart Grid Security in the Spotlight at
Black Hat
BY: BRIAN PRINCE, EWEEK.COM
07/21/2009

Security researchers Mike Davis and Tony Flick
will address the security issues that are facing
the energy industry at the upcoming Black Hat
security conference in Las Vegas. Davis, senior
security consultant at IOActive, will present
vulnerabilities that he and other IOActive
researchers found on smart meter platforms,
and says that there need to be comprehensive
metrics for measuring security in the energy
industry. Flick also says that there needs to be
built-in security in smart grid initiatives and
technology, and will discuss the development of
standards for securing smart grid technology.
http://www.eweek.com/c/a/Security/SmartGrid-Security-in-the-Spotlight-at-Black-Hat252301/

BY: EMMA WOOLLACOTT, TG DAILY
07/17/2009

FERC Lays Out Priorities for Smart Grid
Standards

The U.S. Department of Energy’s Argonne
National Laboratory has developed a
“neighborhood watch cybersecurity system”
that allows for cybersecurity defense systems to
communicate in the case of an attack, and send
information about attacks to other institutions.
Cybersecurity officer Michael Skwarek explains
that when one institution is attacked, it can
send information to other institutions to
prevent them from becoming a victim of the
same attack. The program currently sends
information about hostile IP addresses and

BY: BEN BAIN, FEDERAL COMPUTER WEEK
07/20/2009
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The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
released a statement on July 16 which said that
the standards currently being developed for the
country’s smart grid should be a cybersecurity
priority as they will guide development of
standards for interoperability and functionality
of smart grid systems. The article explains that
the Energy Independence and Security Act
(EISA) of 2007 gave the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) responsibility
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for developing a framework of protocols for
security and interoperability of the grid, and
gives final approval authority to FERC, who
regulates the interstate industry. In their recent
statement, FERC has said that the smart-grid
standards should focus on cybersecurity and
physical security, communication across intersystem interfaces, situational awareness,
electric storage and electric vehicle
transportation.
http://fcw.com/Articles/2009/07/20/WebFERC-smart-grid-priorities.aspx

Proposed Expansion of Top-Level Domains
Generates Security Concerns
BY: MARCIA SAVAGE,
SEARCHFINANCIALSECURITY.COM
07/20/2009

The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names
and Numbers is reportedly working to expand
the number of generic top-level domains
(gTLDs) to include industry sectors like .bank,
locations such as .paris, and company names or
sport franchises in an effort to allow for more
innovation in the Internet addressing system.
ICANN’s plans for expansion have been
controversial, with many business groups
claiming that the new domains would cause
trademark protection challenges and allow
more opportunities for cyber criminals and
malicious attacks. Fred Felman, chief marketing
officer at MarkMonitor Inc., says that the new
domain names could cause “consumer
confusion” that could increase fraud such as
phishing attacks. In response to the concerns,
ICANN is considering proposals that would
include the creation of a central database of
trademarked names, a Globally Protected
Marks list, and a procedure for companies to
stop the operation of cybersquatting sites.
http://searchfinancialsecurity.techtarget.com/n
ews/article/0,289142,sid185_gci1362268,00.ht
ml
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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FTC Ready to Set Data Safegaurds
BY: RUSS WILES, THE ARIZONA REPUBLIC
07/19/2009

The Federal Trade Commission has announced
that, beginning Aug. 1, they will require
business, non-profit groups and others to
develop identity-theft preparedness policies
and put them into writing. Businesses that do
not develop policies could face fines, lawsuits
and even reputational damage in the case of a
data breach. Businesses that collect and store
personal identifying information about
customers such as names, addresses, social
security numbers, bank account and credit card
information will be required to create policies.
An identity theft plan must cover four areas,
including identification of fraud “red flags,”
ways to spot them, steps to minimize damage
and a periodical review of policies.
http://www.azcentral.com/business/articles/20
09/07/19/20090719biz-Wiles0719.html

iPhone Security Weaknesses Exposed
BY: ANTONE GONSALVES, INFORMATIONWEEK
07/27/2009

Apple company executives claim that the
iPhones’ data encryption technology makes the
phone suitable for business or government use,
but iPhone developer and forensics instructor
Jonathan Zdziarski posted two videos on
YouTube showing how iPhone passwords can
be easily circumvented, giving a hacker access
to personal information, deleted voice mail and
e-mail, and information stored in the phone’s
keyboard cache. Zdziarski shows how hackers
can use freeware utilities and the backup
function in Apple’s iTunes software to
circumvent the password protection and how
hackers can use software tools to download
unencrypted raw disk images from an iPhone,
making the phone’s encryption useless.
http://www.informationweek.com/news/mobili
ty/security/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=218600
687
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Microsoft Admits New ActiveX Zero-day
Bug
BY: GREGG KEIZER, COMPUTERWORLD
07/13/2009

Microsoft is warning users of a new unpatched,
critical bug in the ActiveX control which puts
Internet Explorer users at risk. In a recent
security advisory, Microsoft says that the bug is
in the ActiveX control that displays Excel
spreadsheets inside of Internet Explorer. Users
running Office XP, Office 2003, ISA 2004, ISA
2006 and Office Small Business Accounting 2006

110 Royal Aberdeen 
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are all at risk from the bug, which could be used
“for remote code execution in a ‘browse and
get owned’ scenario.” Dave Forstrom, an MSRC
spokesman, says that Microsoft is currently
working on a security update, although users
can protect themselves by setting “kill bits” to
block Office Web Components from running in
Internet Explorer.
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9135
471/Microsoft_admits_new_ActiveX_zero_day_
bug
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Where Nobody Knows You’re a Virus
BY: ROB PEGORARO, THE WASHINGTON POST
07/12/2009

This article discusses how social networking site
exploits can be particularly dangerous, because
most social networking users trust that their
friends are who they say that they are, making
it more likely that they will click on links
provided by their friends’ accounts. Sites like
Twitter generate shorter link names for lengthy
Web addresses which can also be dangerous
because users never really know what site they
are clicking on. The article recommends that
social networking site users carefully determine
if links are safe before they click on them, and
never trust a suspicious message or link even if
it appears to comes from a friend.
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/article/2009/07/11/AR200907110
0683.html

Social Networking in the Enterprise – What
Should Security Pros Do About it?
BY: JOHN SAWYER, DARK READING
07/24/2009

This article discusses how social networking
sites are becoming more popular, especially as a
part of business communications, and how
security teams must face social networking
security challenges without blocking the sites
completely. A recent survey by Sophos found
that companies were not only concerned about
malware, but also that employees were
endangering corporate security by sharing too
much information on social networks. If a
company cannot block social networks
completely, they can scan all Web traffic for
malware or monitor content with a data
leakage protection (DLP) solution.
http://www.darkreading.com/securityservices/
security/vulnerabilities/showArticle.jhtml;jsessi
onid=KVBQGFTLNJVTUQSNDLRSKH0CJUNN2JVN
?articleID=218600601
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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10 Ways IT Managers Can Deal with Social
Media
BY: DON REISINGER, EWEEK.COM
07/17/2009

Social networking sites like Facebook, Myspace
and Twitter are increasingly being targeted in
online attacks, and a recent survey from antivirus firm Sophos found that social network
users are logging on at work, which is about 63
percent of companies believe is putting the
company’s security at risk. This article explains
how IT managers can deal with social
networking threats by remembering the value
of social networks as promotional tools, and
resisting blocking social networks which could
cause some employees to access the sites in
ways that will compromise security. The article
also recommends that IT managers educate
their employees about online security, establish
corporate policies that address social networks
and block social networking sites that “have a
limited community” as they may not have
proper security policies.
http://www.eweek.com/c/a/Security/10-WaysIT-Managers-Can-Deal-with-Social-Media663189/

Teamwork Crucial to Fighting Cyber Crime:
Microsoft
SPACE WAR
07/27/2009

At the Black Hat security conference in Las
Vegas, Microsoft Security Response Center
Director Mike Reavey discussed the importance
of vendors working together to battle
sophisticated online attacks. Reavey also says
that Microsoft is releasing a new guidebook
that will help users become more familiar with
software security updates and vulnerability
patches. The Microsoft Active Protections
Program, which was created at Black Hat last
year, now includes 47 security vendors that
share information on security weaknesses.
Microsoft also shares an “exploitability index”
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that rates the likelihood that hackers will target
certain vulnerabilities, as well as lessons they
have learned from analyzing software for flaws.
In a recent security report, Microsoft said that
Internet security could “only be realized
through broad industry collaboration,
technology innovations, and social, economic,
political, and information technology
alignment.”
http://www.spacewar.com/reports/Teamwork_
crucial_to_fighting_cyber_crime_Microsoft_999
.html

every kind of data there is.” Randy Garrett,
director of technology for NSA’s integrated
intelligence program, says that the new system
will house streaming data, unstructured text,
large files and other intelligence data that will
come with search, discovery, collaboration,
correlation and analysis tools for the end users.
The NSA is using cloud computing technologies
because of the need to provide vast amounts of
information.
http://www.informationweek.com/news/gover
nment/cloudsaas/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=218501405

A Contest to Train Cyber Combatants
BY: ROBERT LEMOS, TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
07/24/2009

The Center for Strategic and International
Studies, the SANS Institute, the U.S.
Department of Defense, and several universities
and private sector partners recently announced
the creation of the U.S. Cyber Challenge, a
network defense competition meant to inspire
students to learn more technical skills. Jim
Christy, director of future exploration for the
U.S. Department of Defense’s Cyber Crime
Center (DC3) says that the competition will
hopefully get students excited about
cybersecurity and digital forensics. The
competition is split into three parts where
students must solve cyber crime puzzles,
simulate attacks on a virtual private network,
and protect computer networks against attacks.
http://www.technologyreview.com/web/23066
/

NSA Using Cloud Model for Intelligence
Sharing
BY: J. NICHOLAS HOOVER, INFORMATION WEEK
07/21/2009

The National Security Agency is currently testing
a new approach in developing a collaborative
intelligence gathering system that will be
“geographically distributed in data systems
around the world” and will include “essentially
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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New Technology to Make Digital Data SelfDestruct
BY: JOHN MARKOFF, THE NEW YORK TIMES
07/20/2009

Computer scientists at the University of
Washington have developed technology, called
Vanish, that would make electronic messages
“self destruct” after a period of time. The
researchers say that their technology is new
from existing technologies that erase digital
data after a specified amount of time because it
relies on “public key cryptography” which
allows two parties to communicate in a secure
electronic conversation that cannot be
eavesdropped on since the encryption key for
messages is not held by either party, but is
rather scattered across a peer-to-peer file
sharing system. Vanish also allows for a
decrypted message to be automatically reencrypted at any specified point in the future.
The researchers behind Vanish have also said
that they will have to explore legal issues
surrounding the use of their technology, and
they have already developed a prototype of the
Vanish system for the Mozilla Firefox Web
browser.
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/07/21/science/
21crypto.html?_r=2
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CYBERSPACE - LEGAL
Congress Seeks Enhanced Cybersecurity
Oversight

http://fcw.com/articles/2009/07/23/bill-torequire-added-cybersecurity-oversight.aspx

BY: ERIC CHABROW, GOVERNMENT INFORMATION
SECURITY
07/24/2009

Panel Seeks Cybersecurity Records, Cites
Privacy Concerns

A new intelligence bill is calling for increased
Congressional oversight of cybersecurity over
the next couple of years as the White House
organizes its new federal cybersecurity
programs. The new bill, called the Intelligence
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2010, would
require the White House to make Congress
aware of legal, privacy and operational issues of
each new cybersecurity program or risk losing
funding. The bill would also require agencies to
report to Congress following cybersecurity
reviews and inspectors general of DHS and the
intelligence community to report on cyber
threat information sharing within the federal
government.
http://www.govinfosecurity.com/articles.php?a
rt_id=1653

Panel OKs Bill that Would Increase
Cybersecurity Oversight
BY: BEN BAIN, FEDERAL COMPUTER WEEK
07/23/2009

The Senate Select Intelligence Committee has
approved a bill that requires the president to
report to Congress about cybersecurity
programs that involve personally identifiable
information. The president would be required
to provide documents about each program’s
legal justification, certifications of its legality,
privacy impact statements and any plans for
independent reviews of the programs. The
committee said that the bill would help to
ensure that the government’s cybersecurity
operations were “consistent with legal
authorities” and maintain “reasonable
expectations of privacy.”
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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BY: CHRIS STROHM, CONGRESSDAILY
07/23/2009

The Senate Intelligence Committee will require
the Obama administration to provide legal
justification and other documents related to
cyber security operations, or risk losing funding
for those cybersecurity programs. The panel
said that the documents will ensure that
Congress is aware of legal, privacy or
operational issues with any new cybersecurity
program. The report also said that there needs
to be a subcommittee within the Senate
Appropriations Committee that would be
responsible for intelligence funding. In addition,
the report asked for a comprehensive
cybersecurity assessment of threats and
vulnerabilities, and also recommended that the
administration create a government
communications network that could sustain
critical national security functions in the case of
a major cyber attack.
http://www.nextgov.com/nextgov/ng_2009072
3_1951.php

Emergency IT Authority for FERC Gains
Support
BY: BEN BAIN, FEDERAL COMPUTER WEEK
07/21/2009

Joseph McClelland, director of the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission’s Office of
Electric Reliability, says that FERC needs more
legal authority to better protect the U.S. electric
grid from cyberattacks. FERC is currently
responsible for overseeing reliability standards
of the bulk power system, and McClelland says
that new legislation should allow FERC to take
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immediate action in the case of a cyber national
security incident on the electric grid. House and
Senate members are currently reviewing
legislation that was introduced in April that
would expand FERC’s authority to deal with
cyber threats, while the Obama administration
is pushing plans for a new information
technology enhanced “smart grid” for electric
power.
http://fcw.com/Articles/2009/07/21/WebFERC-emergency-authority.aspx

A Supremely Low Point for the Law
BY: CHRISTOPHER SHEA, THE BOSTON GLOBE
07/19/2009

This article includes recent “highlights” from the
Ideas blog by Christopher Shea. After highlights
about judicial confirmation hearings and David
Foster Wallace’s “Infinite Jest,” Shea discusses
cyber warfare. Shea says that comparisons
between cyber attacks and nuclear attacks are
“outlandish.” Evgeny Morozov, a fellow at the
Open Society Institute, says that reports on
cyber warfare are “richer in vivid
metaphor…than in factual foundation.”
Morozov also says that keeping confidential
information away from public networks and
securely encrypted is “Network Security 101”
and “well under control.” The article claims that
computer consultants are fueling cyber-war

fears as a business strategy to expand the
cyber-security market.
http://www.boston.com/bostonglobe/ideas/art
icles/2009/07/19/a_supremely_low_point_for_
the_law/

Feds Say ‘Dragnet’ Surveillance Lawsuit
Threatens Security
BY: DAVID KRAVETS, WIRED BLOG NETWORK
07/15/2009

This article discusses an ongoing lawsuit against
the Obama administration in which the
Electronic Frontier Foundation claims that the
National Security Agency is monitoring
Americans’ electronic communications without
warrants. Anthony Coppolino, special litigation
counsel for the administration, told U.S. District
Judge Vaughn Walker that the administration
has inherited “a number of surveillance
activities” and that occasionally “privilege has
to be invoked to prevent harm to national
security.” The lawsuit originally began in 2006
after President George W. Bush acknowledged
the “Terror Surveillance Program,” but was
dismissed because the government argued that
trying the case could expose harmful national
security secrets.
http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2009/07/dr
agnet-surveillance

Intelligent Software Solutions
ISS is a leading edge software solution provider for enterprise and system
data, services, and application challenges. ISS has built hundreds of
operationally deployed systems, in all domains – “From Space to Mud”™.
With solutions based upon modern, proven technology designed to
capitalize on dynamic service-oriented constructs, ISS delivers innovative
C2, ISR, Intelligence, and cyber solutions that work today and in the
future. http://www.issinc.com.
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CYBERSPACE-RELATED CONFERENCES
Note: Dates and events change often. Please visit web site for details. Please provide additions, updates, and/or
suggestions for the CYBER calendar of events here.
17 – 19 Aug 2009
18 – 20 Aug 2009
31 Aug – 4 Sep
2009
20 – 25 Sep 2009
29 – 30 Sep 2009
6 Oct 2009
28 – 29 Oct 2009
4 – 5 Nov 2009
18 – 20 Nov 2009

Digital Forensics Research Workshop, Montreal, Canada, http://www.dfrws.org/
International Conference on Information Assurance and Security, Xi’an, China,
http://www.ias09.org/
th
6 International Conference on Trust, Privacy & Security in Digital Business, Linz, Austria,
http://www.icsd.aegean.gr/trustbus2009/
Hacker Halted USA 2009, Miami, FL;
http://www.hackerhalted.com/Conference/tabid/67/Default.aspx
Detroit SecureWorld Expo; Detroit, MI;
http://secureworldexpo.com/events/index.php?id=257
Cyber Security Conference – A Shared Responsibility, John Hopkins APL - Kossiakoff
Conference and Education Center, Maryland, https://www.fbcinc.com/csc/default.aspx
Seattle SecureWorld Expo; Seattle, WA;
http://secureworldexpo.com/events/index.php?id=249
Dallas SecureWorld Expo; Dallas, TX;
http://secureworldexpo.com/events/index.php?id=250
MINES 2009 International Conference on Multimedia Information Networking and
Security, Wuhan, China; http://liss.whu.edu.cn/mines2009/

CYBERSPACE-RELATED TRAINING COURSES
Note: Dates and events change often. Please visit web site for details. Please provide additions, updates, and/or
suggestions for the CYBER calendar of events here.
Certified Ethical Hacker

Certified Secure Programmer
(ECSP)
Certified VoIP Professional
CISA Prep Course

CISM Prep Course

CISSP Prep Course

Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=104
63&catid=191&country=United+States
EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/Course-Outline/ECSP.htm
EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/Course-Outline/ECVP.htm
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=941
6&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=987
7&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=802
9&catid=191&country=United+States
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Computer Hacking Forensic
Investigator
Contingency Planning

Cyber Law
Defending Windows Networks

DIACAP – Certification and
Accreditation Process
DIACAP – Certification and
Accreditation Process,
Executive Overview
Disaster Recovery
E-Business Security
E-Commerce Architect
ESCA/LPT
Ethical Hacking and
Countermeasures
Foundstone Ultimate Hacking

Foundstone Ultimate Hacking
Expert
Foundstone Ultimate Web
Hacking
INFOSEC Certification and
Accreditation Basics
INFOSEC Forensics

INFOSEC Strategic Planning

Linux Security

EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/CourseOutline/CHFI%20Course.htm
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=119
19&catid=191&country=United+States
EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/CourseOutline/CyberLaw%20Course.htm
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=108
36&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=117
76&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=117
78&catid=191&country=United+States
EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/CourseOutline/Disaster%20Recovery%20Course.htm
EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/Course-Outline/eSecurity%20Course.htm
EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/Course-Outline/ECommerce%20Architect%20Course.htm
EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/Course-Outline/ECSA-LPTCourse.htm
EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/CourseOutline/Ethical%20Hacking%20and%20Countermeasures%20Course.htm
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=978
&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=793
8&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=979
&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=119
05&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=119
43&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=119
33&catid=191&country=United+States
EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/CourseOutline/Linux%20Security%20Course.htm
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Network Management

Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=119
37&catid=191&country=United+States
EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/Course-Outline/ENSA.htm

Network Security
Administrator (ENSA)
Network Vulnerability
Assessment Tools
NIST 800-37 - Security
Certification and Accreditation
of Federal Information
Systems
NIST 800-37 - Security
Certification and Accreditation
of Federal Information
Systems - Executive Overview
Policy and Procedure
Development
Project Management in IT
Security
Red Hat Enterprise Security:
Network Services
Risk Analysis and Management

Security Certified Network
Architect
Security Certified Network
Professional
Security Certified Network
Specialist
Security for Non-security
Professionals
SSCP Prep Course

Vulnerability Management

Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=117
84&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=117
80&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=117
82&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=119
23&catid=191&country=United+States
EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/CourseOutline/Project%20Management%20in%20IT%20Security%20Course%20Outline
/Project%20Management%20in%20IT%20Security%20Course%20Outline.html
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=797
2&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=119
13&catid=191&country=United+States
Security Certified Program, Self-Study,
http://www.securitycertified.net/getdoc/ac8d836b-cb21-4a87-8a344837e69900c6/SCNA.aspx
Security Certified Program, Self-Study,
http://www.securitycertified.net/getdoc/6e1aea03-2b53-487e-bab686e3321cb5bc/SNCP.aspx
Security Certified Program, Self-Study,
http://www.securitycertified.net/getdoc/f6d07ac4-abc2-4306-a54119f050f32683/SCNS.aspx
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=846
1&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=987
6&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=119
41&catid=191&country=United+States
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CYBER BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Note: Dates and events change often. Please visit web site for details. Please provide additions, updates, and/or
suggestions for the CYBER calendar of events here.
Office
PEO STRICOM

Title
D--Threat Computer Network Operation
(CNO) Teams for Test and Evaluation events

Air Force
Materiel
Command
Air Force
Materiel
Command
Air Force
Materiel
Command
Air Force
Materiel
Command
Air Force
Materiel
Command
Air Force
Materiel
Command
Air Force
Materiel
Command
Air Force
Materiel
Command
Air Force
Materiel
Command
United States
Marine Corps
Bureau of
Industry &
Security

Integrated Cyber Defense & Support
Technologies
Cyber Command and Control (C2)
Technologies
USAF Electronic Warfare Battle
Management Technology CRFI
CompTIA Security+ Training

https://www.fbo.gov/spg/USAF/AFMC/ASC/US
AF_Electronic_Warfare_Battle_Management_T
echnology/listing.html
https://www.fbo.gov/spg/USAF/AFMC/88CONS
/FA8601-09-T-0049/listing.html

Military Communications and Surveillance
Technologies and Techniques

https://www.fbo.gov/spg/USAF/AFMC/AFRLRRS
/BAA-09-09-RIKA/listing.html

CyberSoft VFind Security Tool Kit
Maintenance & Support

https://www.fbo.gov/spg/USAF/AFMC/AFRLRRS
/FA8751-09-Q-0379/listing.html

Provide Information Awareness (IA) training

https://www.fbo.gov/spg/USAF/AFMC/75/F2DC
CR9180A001/listing.html

D – NETCENTS-2 Netops and Infrastructure
Solutions

https://www.fbo.gov/spg/USAF/AFMC/ESC/FA8
771-09-R-0018/listing.html

D – NETCENTS-2 NETOPS and Infrastructure
Solutions (Small Business Companion)

https://www.fbo.gov/spg/USAF/AFMC/ESC/FA8
771-09-R-0019/listing.html

R--Internet Monitoring Services

https://www.fbo.gov/spg/DON/USMC/M67004
/M6700409T0108/listing.html
https://www.fbo.gov/spg/DOC/BIS/comp99/IFB
-CO-12870-NEDS/listing.html

International Competitive Bidding (ICB):
Implementation and Support of NATO
Enterprise

110 Royal Aberdeen 

CyberPro

Link
https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mo
de=form&id=d713ee539a271238c8580dd60427
31ea&tab=core&_cview=0
https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mo
de=form&id=cd045a392c920683ccb0b03df09bb
134&tab=core&_cview=1
https://www.fbo.gov/spg/USAF/AFMC/AFRLRRS
/BAA0809-RIKA/listing.html
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES WITH NSCI
Job Title
Operational Deterrence Analyst
Defensive Cyber Ops Analyst
Cyber SME
Geospatial Analyst
Logistics All-Source Intelligence Analyst
SIGINT Analyst
Cyber Operations SME
Website Maintainer
Cyberspace Specialists
Cyberspace Manning IPT

Location
NE, VA
NE, VA, CO
NE, VA, TX, CO
NE
NE
NE, CO
NE
NE
NE
NE

CYBERPRO CONTENT/DISTRIBUTION
Officers

Chief Operations
Officer
Jim Ed Crouch

The articles and information appearing herein are intended for educational purposes to
promote discussion in the public interest and to keep subscribers who are involved in the
development of Cyber-related concepts and initiatives informed on items of common
interest. The newsletter and the information contained therein are not intended to
provide a competitive advantage for any commercial firm. Any misuse or unauthorized
use of the newsletter and its contents will result in removal from the distribution list
and/or possible administrative, civil, and/or criminal action.

----------------------------CyberPro
Editor-in-Chief
Lindsay Trimble

The views, opinions, and/or findings and recommendations contained in this summary are
those of the authors and should not be construed as an official position, policy, or
decision of the United States Government, U.S. Department of Defense, or National
Security Cyberspace Institute.

President
Larry K. McKee, Jr.

CyberPro
Research Analyst
Kathryn Stephens
CyberPro Archive
To subscribe or unsubscribe to this newsletter click here CyberPro News Subscription.
Please contact Lindsay Trimble regarding CyberPro subscription, sponsorship, and/or advertisement.

All rights reserved. CyberPro may not be published, broadcast,
rewritten or redistributed without prior NSCI consent.
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